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CLICK TO REGISTER FOR SUMMER AAU 

BELIEVE & ACHIEVE
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@ BASKETBALL CITY
TEAM NIKE

MON, OCT 21
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@ RAMAPO COLLEGE
REBELS

FRI, NOV 03





[image: MORRIS MAGIC]
@ NEWARK ACADEMY
MORRIS MAGIC

WED, NOV 08
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@ HOOP GROUP
NJ LIBERTY

TUE, NOV 14
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@ HOOP HEAVEN
NY BULLS

THU, NOV 23
















MON, OCT 21, YOUTH LEAGUE
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BAY CITY HAWKS
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GAME DETAILS







SAT, OCT 24, TOURNAMENT
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BCCA
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GAME DETAILS











RISE AS ONE BASKETBALL CLUBOUR PRINCIPLES






DEVELOPMENT
Our club prioritizes player development, enhancing individual skills, game intelligence, and physical fitness. We focus on long-term growth, preparing athletes for advanced play, while fostering a love for the game.






COACHING
Led by experienced, passionate coaches, our program emphasizes skill mastery, strategic understanding, and sportsmanship. Our coaches are dedicated to nurturing young talent, offering personalized guidance to each athlete.






CULTURE
We ensure a secure, inclusive environment, promoting positive behavior and teamwork. Our club advocates for respect, responsibility, and personal growth, fostering a supportive community for every player.






COMPETITIVE 
Our club provides diverse competitive experiences and exposure, participating in renowned tournaments and showcases. This offers players a platform for recognition, aiding those aspiring to play at collegiate or professional levels.













PLAYER TESTIMONIALS
Player Perspective About RA1
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2012-2017DANTE JOEFIELD

Having been part of Rise as One from a young age, the program instilled in me solid habits and a strong foundation. The structured practices and training prepared me for college basketball. Every lesson learned at Rise as One, from discipline to IQ, played a role in helping me adapt to college.
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2013-2019KENNA SQUIER

Reflecting on my time at Rise as One, it's clear how pivotal it was in shaping my basketball career. The coaches there didn't just improve my skills; they fundamentally changed how I approached the game. Their focus on mental toughness and strategic play was a game-changer for me. Now playing at a college level, I see the impact of their training every time I step on the court. It's more than just an AAU program.
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2011-2018JASON HETER

My time at Rise as One was a game-changer. They balanced skill training with nurturing a supportive team environment. It was more than learning basketball; it was about growing as a team player and individual. Those lessons have been invaluable in my college career.
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TBF SKILLZ TRAINING

Rise as One focuses on enhancing player abilities with customized skills training, ensuring each athlete reaches their full potential.
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STRUCTURED PRACTICES

Our club emphasizes structured practices, blending rigorous drills with strategic play, to foster continuous improvement in all aspects of the game.
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TEAM ATMOSPHERE

At Rise as One, we cultivate a team-centric atmosphere, where camaraderie and collective growth are as important as individual achievements.
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PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATION

Rise as One stands out as a professionally managed organization, prioritizing excellence, integrity, and a high standard of conduct both on and off the court.











PRACTICE & TRAININGCLUB

TIMETABLE
Comprehensive Schedule Overview

Here, you’ll find a detailed and well-organized plan that outlines our regular practice sessions, skill development workshops, and team-building activities. Our schedule is designed to maximize player development while balancing the demands of school, family, and personal time. It’s a blueprint for success, crafted to ensure each player at Rise as One gets the most out of their basketball experience.



OUR LOCATIONS
LEARN MORE




TRAINING TIMES
SPARTA

MONDAY
6PM - 7:30PM

TUESDAY
5PM - 6PM

WEDNESDAYConditioning training
7PM - 8PMGYM

THURSDAY
6PM - 7PM

FRIDAY
8PM - 9PM

SATURDAYConditioning training
10AM - 11AMGYM

SUNDAY
10AM - 01PM






KIDS 10-13 YRS
SPARTA

MONDAY
6PM - 7:30PM

TUESDAYConditioning training
5PM - 6PMGYM

FRIDAY
8PM - 9PM




KIDS 8-10 YRS
MAIN HALL

TUESDAY
05PM - 06PM

WEDNESDAYConditioning training
05PM - 06PMGYM















RISE AS ONE AAU CLUBLATEST NEWS
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Exploring AAU Basketball Teams: Youth Development on the Court
AAU basketball teams, also known as Amateur Athletic Union basketball teams, are competitive youth basketball programs that provide opportunities for young athletes to develop their skills and compete at a high level. These teams are typically organized by local clubs or organizations and offer a structured environment for players to improve their basketball abilities. The...













WE STRIVE TO BE THE BESTRA1 IN NUMBERS
In the "Rise as One in Numbers" section, visitors will discover the impressive impact and achievements of our club through compelling statistics and figures. These numbers not only reflect our commitment to excellence in basketball training and development but also highlight our successful community involvement and the far-reaching influence of our programs.
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DEVELOPMENT STARTS WITH REPITITIONANNUAL PLAYER ENROLLMENT
Rise as One proudly trains over 200 athletes each year, ranging from beginners to advanced competitors, emphasizing our wide reach and commitment to developing talent at all levels.
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WE SIMPLY GET PLAYERS BETTER!SKILL IMPROVEMENT
Rise as One athletes show significant improvement in key skills within the first year.
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COACHES THAT PLAYED THE GAMECOACH EXPERTISE
Our coaching staff has an average of 10+ years of experience in developing young athletes, with several holding national coaching certifications."
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DIVISION 1, DIVISION 2, DIVISION 3ALUMNI ADVANCEMENT
Rise as One has produced 67 alumni and counting who have advanced to play in collegiate basketball programs across the nation
















LEARN MOREABOUT CLUB
The Club provides children the opportunity to learn and develop basketball skills.

At Rise as One, we pride ourselves on offering a transformative basketball experience that goes beyond the court. Our club is a beacon of excellence, blending top-notch training with a nurturing environment where young athletes can flourish. We understand that choosing an AAU basketball club is about finding a place that values your child’s growth, both as a player and an individual.

Here, we focus on developing fundamental skills, fostering teamwork, and instilling a strong work ethic, all within a supportive and inclusive community. Our experienced coaches are not just trainers; they are mentors committed to guiding each player towards achieving their personal and athletic goals. By joining Rise as One, your child gains access to a world of opportunities, from improving their game with structured, high-level practices to gaining invaluable life lessons and friendships that last a lifetime. We’re not just a club; we’re a family dedicated to helping your child shine on the court and in life.



JOIN THE CLUB
LEARN MORE
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MEET RISE AS ONE
We are a competitive AAU club - with our professional coaches that help players at all levels from beginner to advance. We develop!
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